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69 advanced parameters 
now available on the 
fleetmanagers dashboard.

Advanced Tell Tales Solution



Expand the range of tell tales

The standard tell tales are composed of 69 different types of 
parameters of which only five are mandatory in a truck. All 
other indicators can be offered by the manufacturer if they 
deem it necessary to share them. The Squarell Advanced Tell 
Tales Solution will benefit buses as well as trucks. 

Here comes the advantage of the Squarell Tell Tales Solution:
our experience in reverse engineering vehicle data allows 
us to extend these tell tales parameters beyond the industry 
standard. As such we can offer the fleet manager a greater 
insight into their vehicles by providing a much wider range of 
tell tales than is made available by the vehicle manufacturers: 
Advanced Tell Tales

What is the Advanced Tell Tales Solution?

Squarell presents the Advanced Tell Tales Solution. Tell tales 
warn the driver and fleet manager of malfunctions detected 
by the vehicle’s electronic system via dashboard lights, 
symbols and/or text. Tell tales are also sometimes called 
“warning lights”.

The Squarell data solution reads the vehicle’s electrical 
system down to the binary commands for the dashboard 
lights. These dashboard light signals are then passed on by 
the Squarell system to be transmitted off-vehicle via the GPS 
modem to the fleet managers platform. This will allow the 
fleet manager to see any warning lights on their vehicles as 
they come active and take appropriate action accordingly.

 ISO standard graphical symbol
 ISO standard graphical symbol - Mandatory truck only
 Non ISO standard graphical symbol - Squarell interpretation

TTID: ALT 55

TTID: ALT 57

1 Cooling air conditioning

2 High beam, main beam

3 Low beam, dipped beam

4 Turn signals

5 Hazard warning

6 Provision for the disabled or handicapped persons

7 Parking Brake

8 Brake failure/brake system malfunction

9 Hatch open

10 Fuel level

11 Engine coolant temperature

12 Battery charging condition

13 Engine oil

14 Position lights,side lights

15 Front fog light

16 Rear fog light

17 Park Heating

18 Engine / Mil indicator

19 Service, call for maintenance

20 Transmission fluid temperature

21 Transmission failure/malfunction

22 Anti-lock brake system failure

23 Worn brake linings

24 Windscreen washer fluid/windshield washer fluid

25 Tire failure/malfunction

26 Malfunction/general failure

27 Engine oil temperature

28 Engine oil level

29 Engine coolant level

30 Steering fluid level

31 Steering failure

32 Height Control (Levelling)

33 Retarder

34 Engine Emission system failure (Mil indicator)

35 ESC indication

36 Brake lights

37 Articulation

38 Stop Request

39 Pram request

40 Bus stop brake

41 AdBlue level

42 Raising

43 Lowering

44 Kneeling

45 Engine compartment temperature

46 Auxillary air pressure

47 Air filter clogged

48 Fuel filter differential pressure

49 Seat belt

50 EBS

51 Lane departure indication

52 Advanced emergency braking system

53 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

54 Trailer connected

55 ABS Trailer 1,2

56 Airbag

57 EBS Trailer 1,2

58 Tachograph indication

59 ESC switched off

60 Lane departure warning switched off

61 Engine emission filter (Soot Filter)

62 Electric motor failures

63 AdBlue tampering

64 Multiplex System

65 Battery pack

66 High voltage system caution

67 Battery pack temperature

68  Limited performance electric motor

69 Battery pack cooling



Tell tales support for all EURO 6 trucks  
and  buses

Squarell supports all EURO 6 trucks and buses and will 
continue to expand the list of supported vehicles in the 
future. If you are interested in support for a specific vehicle, 
Squarell is always open for a request.

In order to use the Squarell Tell Tales Solution, you will 
need a REMOTE data interface device with the appropriate 
software for tell tales support. In most cases, our solution 
does not require any additional physical installation beyond 
the installation of the standard vehicle data interface.

Save costs by detecting defects 

The Advanced Tell Tales Solution is suitable for fleet owners 
who want full insight into the status of their vehicles.
By using the Squarell Advanced Tell Tales Solution you can 
detect faults and/or defects in your vehicle at an early stage. 
This can ultimately save you time and money by solving 
minor issues before they become big problems with high 
repair bills (predictive maintenance).

Benefits of Advanced Tell Tales

• Expand the excisting amount of  tell tales with up to  
 69 advanced parameters
• Monitor tell tales in your fleet management system
• Save costs with predictive maintenance
• Support for all EURO 6 trucks and buses
• Upgrade your existing Squarell hardware (OTA) with 
 Advanced Tell Tales
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REMOTE connects

The one box solution offering 
a vehicle data interface with 
modem functionality. Its 
compact design houses all you 
need to supply your customers 
with: Squarell vehicle data, 
Remote Tacho Download, 
vehicle diagnostics (Advanced 
Tell Tales Solution), driver 
coaching (DAP) and Event Data Recorder (EDR). Equipped 
with TCP and MQTT communication protocols, Squarell 
provides its partners with a versatile telematics solution. 

You can connect various Special Function Devices (SFD) to 
the REMOTE. The Squarell REMOTE offers the possibility to 
connect three SFD devices. This allows you to use devices 
such as the DatacliQ, DAP, Bluetooth, Fuel Level Sensor and 
Trailer Data Transceiver.

The advantage of the REMOTE is that it is not only a vehicle 
data interface, but also a modem. A vehicle data interface is an 
electronic device that reads data from a vehicle data network 
and translates it to a standardized CAN Bus protocol (FMS/
J1939). This protective interface allows you to read data from 
a brand-specific vehicle data network. With Squarell solutions 
you don’t have to go to the truck dealer, because our REMOTE 
is ready to use. 

The Advanced Tell Tales Solution is not only available for the 
REMOTE but also for the SOLID and FLEX in combination with 
a modem.

Unique Squarell products and features

Our multi source vehicle data interfaces can process data 
from various protocols like CAN, J1708 and K-line, they are 
brand indepent. The signals are retrieved with the patented 
CANcliQ and DatacliQ readers: for contactless data readings 
without a wire-to-wire connection.

The Squarell interfaces can be expanded with software and 
hardware extensions that enable a wide range of additional 
features. Some examples include the Driver Awareness  
Panel, an Event Data Recorder, Tacho Download, Tacho  
Remaining Driving Time and much more.

About vehicle and parameter support

It is Squarell’s challenge to support all of the vehicles in a 
vehicle fleet. We already have a large database of supported 
vehicles that are scanned for parameters and compatibility. 
As soon as there are requests for reading parameters from 
new vehicles, our engineers go into the field to scan and 
represent the vehicles in our vehicle database.


